Carson Elementary, home of Denver Public Schools' center-based elementary DHH program, is currently hiring for a DHH teacher ASAP to support our program's ECE and Kinder students -- this has been a year of growth for our program and we need another teacher to support our students' needs. We are a DHH team of 4, and are very lucky to work in a building that holds 3 programs (DHH, traditional, and HGT)...so inclusion, collaboration, and support abounds! Carson also participates in Denver Schools' Teacher Leadership program, in which all teachers work directly with a Senior Team Lead who provides individual observations, coaching, feedback, and professional development -- it's a great place to grow professionally.

At Carson, we subscribe to a comprehensive communication philosophy -- the belief that all students, no matter their modality, deserve equitable access to English language proficiency. We use our expertise in language development to meet each child's individual communication need, incorporating listening and spoken language, signed languages, Cued Speech, and combinations of these. In addition to the amazing professionals you get to work with...there is food in the lounge every Tuesday and Friday!

Because the position is so new, it's not even posted yet, but should be up on the jobs board in the next day or so. Applicants can email Erica Vymyslicky, DHH Senior Team Lead, with resume/questions/etc:

ericakouzmanoff-vymyslicky@dpsk12.org